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Outline/Agenda
▪ Change has been constant in healthcare

▪ Having a strong strategic planning process in place is critical to an organization’s 
success. 

▪ Penn State Health has engaged in a process to build business playbooks, in half the time 
it once took. 

▪ Collection of key actions and explanations of a department, a service line, or even the 
system. 

▪ It becomes the strategic framework for departments moving forward. 

▪ In 2022, the Strategy and Marketing Department facilitated a dozen different areas in their 
development of a business playbook. 

▪ Learning Objectives

1. Develop a strategic planning process.

2. Develop a way to operationalize a strategic plan.

3. Ensure the organization is aligned towards a common direction



Penn State Health – Who We Are?



Poll



Opportunity

▪ Penn State Health growing exponentially

▪ Healthcare struggling post COVID-19

▪ Health System had many priorities

▪ With constant changes, frequently pivoting

▪ New leadership in key positions

▪ Looking for new ways / do things differently

▪ Acquired facilities had own processes, culture etc.



Action Needed

▪Align the organization in key areas >>> Align the organization 

as a whole

▪Solicit input from/ engage key stakeholders

▪Encourage stakeholders to think outside the box

▪Visual documentation



This is how we did it

▪ No top executives, but key stakeholders (included community members)

▪ In person meetings

▪ Facilitation with no communicated agenda

▪ Sprint meetings

▪ Focus on strategies, priorities and metrics 

▪ Engaged everyone in attendance

▪ Everyone has input into prioritization

▪ Provided guide (i.e. playbook) to be shared with teams

▪ Plan devised the deployment of people

▪ Our team did all the work- made it easy for department
▪ Wrote draft with approval

▪ Longest engagement: Cardiovascular Service Line
▪ Engaged steering committee members 

▪ 3 month engagement









Output - Playbooks

▪ 4-6 pages long

▪ Focus on strategic 
framework, priorities 
and strategies

▪Metrics to measure



Impact to Organization

▪Same team facilitating >>> helped us understand cross over 

between departments’ strategies and priorities

▪Continuity rolling up to support the Master Brand

▪Department strategies / priorities impacting organization goals

▪Culture alignment

▪Standard process for strategic plans

▪Perception in community



Results

▪Departments using playbooks for prioritizing work for next 18 

months

▪Different departments in different stages of implementing

▪Operational priority and focus

▪ Identified process as the standard for strategic planning

▪Alignment across the organization



Three Key Take-Aways

1. Getting a small group of key stakeholders together for a 

couple of hours can result in a strong and efficient strategic 

plan.

2. Have a framework to establish a streamlined and predictable 

outcome for each plan.

3. Provide the necessary tools after the plan is written – there 

must be an ability to operationalize the work.



Questions?
Please be sure to complete the session evaluation!
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